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Abstract. In this paper we present P2P-based approach for storing, sharing and
discovering services, which can be utilized as a base for agent cooperation in
distributed multiagent system. The approach is loosely based on Peer-to-Peer
based Web Service Discovery (PWSD) architecture and can be seen as its
extension and enhancement. Unlike most other P2P-based approaches it allows
flexible search queries since all of them are executed against internal database
present at each overlay node. The infrastructure proposed in the paper can
serve as a base for wide range of applications including distributed scheduling
scenarios and service mash-ups.
Keywords: peer-to-peer, agent cooperation protocol, service discovery, service
sharing.

1

Introduction

Nowadays computing is becoming more and more dominated by distributed applications which, in turn, grow to be more complex and require sophisticated protocols for
communication and cooperation between participants. On the other hand, many
distributed application scenarios can be executed by a set of intelligent agents thus
minimizing human participation or eliminating it at all. Since one of the main characteristics of multiagent systems is cooperation, there have already been proposed
numerous agent cooperation protocols, such as Contract Net [1] or Recruiting Interaction Protocol [2], which describe an interaction between agents toward finding the
most suitable agent for performing given task. However, classical approaches for
agent cooperation are foremost designed from the viewpoint of agent capabilities and
rarely take the distributed nature of multiagent systems into proper consideration.
More specifically, some cooperation models such as teamwork model [3] or jointintentions model [4] assume there are some shared memory locations that agents can
use to share their mental state and goals, but this is difficult to assume for distributed
environments. Other models like the Group Situation based Cooperation model [5]
assume that there are some global coordinator entities which can act as control entities
for other agents but it tends to make the model prone to errors and create bottlenecks
in a large-scale environment. These issues show a necessity for researching new
means of building distributed agent cooperation environment.
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In the current paper we propose an approach which is based on agent capabilities,
that is we associate each agent with set of services it provides, so that multiagent system can be seen as distributed network of service providers. Dating back to the days
when service-oriented computing was only gaining its importance, it was stated that
every system which contains interacting services must ensure that the following fundamental processes are implemented in a correct and efficient way. First, a service
must be described usually using structures like keywords or property-value pairs.
Second, a service must declare its bindings and interfaces, as well as other information that allows clients to invoke it. Third, there must be a mechanism which allows
for publishing all that information making a service discoverable. And lastly, service
discovering facilities must exist, namely, query construction, routing and execution,
as well as results propagation back to the requesting party. Again, since multiagent
systems have inherently distributed nature of, it is natural that managing the services
which are provided by each agent should be done in a decentralized way. Peer-to-peer
(P2P) based approach has already established a good reputation for storing and managing content in a decentralized way, so it seems appropriate to use it for the distributed service discovery. That is, nodes in the P2P overlay network, where each node
stores a description of some service in the network, act not only as routing providers
and data location services, but also as servers providing service access.
Despite the fact that P2P approach is successfully used for content storage and
management for about 15 years, service management systems based on it are still
quite sparse and, as a general rule, they either remain within academia or even don’t
evolve further than proof-of-concept stage. The earliest successful P2P-based service
discovery networks include Hypercube[6] and Speed-R. Also, many of proposed solutions are based on Semantic Web approach for describing services. For instance, in
the approach described in [7] services are described using DAML-S while service
publishing and discovery mechanism based on JXTA technology. Similar approach is
used in [8], but Gnutella P2P overlay is used instead of JXTA. In [9] authors propose
to perform service search according to business aspect of services and not based on
service descriptions itself. This approach aims to facilitate better service composition
during service execution phase later. On the other hand, [10] presents a DHT-based
P2P overlay service network with partial keywords and wildcards matching support.
In this network authors use a special kind of DHT key mapping - locality preserving
mapping based on Space Filling Curves.
In this paper we propose a Web Service discovery architecture based on structured
P2P overlay network (namely, Chord [11]), which utilizes platform-independent
attribute-value based method for describing high-level properties of web services and
elaborate algorithm for service discovery that allows variety of queries including
range and fuzzy ones. This system is loosely based on the PWSD (Peer-to-Peer based
Web service discovery) architecture presented in [12] and can be seen as an extension
and enhancement of this approach. PWSD system concerns web service discovery in
a P2P environment with the implementation all of four fundamental processes mentioned above. It is a lightweight approach that uses attribute-value based service description without resorting to complex data description frameworks (i.e. Semantic
Web). It is based on Chord DHT and by extending it only a little contributes greatly to
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simplicity and modularity of the approach. The similarity of the goals and common
points in the ways to reach them are the main reasons why exactly PWSD was chosen
as the starting point of our solution.
Main differences between the approach taken in PWSD and the system proposed in
this article can be summarized as follows. First, while NVTree structure introduced in
PWSD and (a,v)-graph structure used in this paper bear a lot of similarities, our approach do not use any explicit serialization format for the service descriptions (like
XML-based WSDL format used in PWSD) and the algorithms for building abstract
service description itself differ considerably. More detailed comparison between
NVTree and (a,v)-graph is provided later in this article. Second, the approach to service descriptions storing taken in this paper naturally allows range and fuzzy queries
which is not possible in PWSD system. And finally, while PWSD architecture includes an extension of Chord overlay network (named XChord), we show that actually there is no need for such extension to be based on some particular overlay network
and different structured P2P overlays could be used together or interchangeably.
While being inherently a framework that allows people collaborate on providing,
discovering and using services, the approach presented in this paper is designed in a
way that makes it possible to employ intelligent agents at some (or all) nodes. That is,
according to one of the definitions, which states that multiagent system is a “system in
which several interacting, intelligent agents pursue some set of goals or perform some
set of tasks” [13], the network for service sharing and discovery can delegate some
of its activities to an agent which resides in overlay node and is capable of performing
such tasks as negotiation and distributed scheduling minimizing human user participation in them. In fact, we regard this research direction as the most promising way to
expand our system to real applications.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of
PWSD network. Section 3 present the architecture of proposed service sharing and
discovery network including service description, service storing and service discovery
mechanisms. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Conclusions are given in the
section 5.

2

Web Service Discovery in PWSD

Given that we have a valid service description, we obtain a set of keys from it and
pass them to the hash function such as MD5 to generate a set of Hash IDs (HID)
which are used to locate appropriate peers by means of Peer-to-Peer routing algorithms. Subsequently, HIDs are published to the target peers, which cache the description in router repositories thus completing the publishing process. The process of
service locating is roughly the same. Thus, the key step in service publishing and
locating process is looking up a peer node according to HID, which was made
possible by extending routing algorithm of Chord DHT.
Each peer in PWSD acts as a service peer (SP), which not only provides Web service access, but also acts as a peer in the Peer-to-Peer overlay network. Several
logical machines can share one piece of hardware as well as it’s possible for a single
logical machine to consist of several physical machines. Each logical machine consists of three active components (Web Service Discovery Interface component, core
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component, router) and one passive component called local repository. The roles and
structure of these components are described in detail in [12].
Service locating algorithm specifies how to route the requests to the service peers
who satisfy service request conditions. In PWSD, the service request is expressed in
XML, since it’s consistent with XML-based service descriptions stored in the destination service peers. However, the routing algorithm, Chord, in underlying Peer-to-Peer
overlay network only supports exact match queries within each service description
keyword. That’s why authors presented an extension to Chord algorithm called
XChord which supports XML based conditional match. In PWSD, WSDL is used to
describe the Web service interface, and the service description is generated based on
the content of WSDL document and the description that user inputs before publishing.
Service description generation in PWSD is based on the structure called NVTree
(node-value tree). More precisely, an XML based tree node extraction approach is
used for generating service descriptions. Example service description and its corresponding node-value tree can be found in the original paper [12]. It is worth noticing
that only significant elements in service description will be extracted and inserted into
the NVTree, and only the meaningful nodes in the NVTree will be used to generate a
hash value, which in turn will be used as a hash key for service description and will
be inserted into P2P overlay network. In PWSD, simple node-splitting method is used
to extract each node-value pair to form NVTree and independently map them onto a
key. However, only the leaf nodes in NVTree have a pair of node and value. Furthermore, in order to preserve the hierarchical relationship, the parent node of the leaf
node is also extracted. Those nodes whose values consist of several words are further
divided into single word value based nodes. After splitting the NVTree into separated
simple description nodes, they are concatenated as strings, which are, in turn, passed
to the hash function to produce hash IDs. These hash IDs are used as keys to insert
into the underlying P2P overlay using XChord algorithm.
To search for a Web service, the client specifies query conditions by composing an
XML document. Also, conditions can be combined using logical operators (or, and) to
form composite queries. The query is processed in a way similar to the service description processing. That is, the XML document is transformed to the NVTree and
then to simple description nodes. These nodes are concatenated as strings and hash
ID is obtained using the same hash function from the underlying P2P overlay network. Since those hash IDs are, in fact, the keys in the underlying P2P overlay, usual
DHT-based search is performed to answer the query. Finally, search results are further combined according to the logical operators used (set union for logical and, set
intersection for logical or).

3

Service Sharing and Discovery Network

3.1

Overview

The idea of building service sharing and discovery network based on P2P overlay
itself is not innovative, since it allows for avoiding many problems that arise in centralized scenarios like single point of failure, poor scalability or lack of robustness.
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Nevertheless, even nowadays most of P2P-based systems deal with simple content
sharing, which is fundamentally different from functionality of sharing services. Still,
there is a range of problems in common that are present in both cases, most crucial of
them being appropriate descriptions of items shared (content or services) as well as
creating flexible and efficient search functionality that provide results relevant to the
users criteria as much as possible. PWSD system described in the previous part of this
article was designed to provide a solution to both these problems and it does so to
some extent. From the other hand, authors of that approach made several architectural
decisions which actually make the system less flexible in terms of basic problems
mentioned above, namely service descriptions and service discovery. In this article we
try to eliminate the shortcomings of the PWSD system by introducing more elaborate
and platform-independent approach for describing services and formulating search
queries.
The pivotal point of the system proposed is original platform-independent format
of service descriptions. It is similar to the separate node descriptions obtained from
NVTree in PWSD, but more exactly, it is based on Intentional Name System naming
approach described in detail in [14]. Unlike PWSD, where service descriptions are
initially given in XML format, the approach in our system is based on abstract graphbased attribute-value description of services which are called (a,v)-graph. The underlying serialization format of the graph is actually not important since it is not the
part of the framework itself. We also propose several ways for building description
graph, including utilization of existing descriptions, automatic description building
and manual description input.
Despite the fact that NVTree and (a,v)-graph have much in common, it is the differences that make (a,v)-graph structure more flexible. In order to get a better view on
advantages of the approach proposed in this paper we need to outline those differences more clearly. As can be seen from the way of building the NVTree, it is basically a
tree representation of a XML-based (actually, WSDL-based) service description
which is further split into atomic attribute-value pairs, where value nodes contain
typed data (in case type information is not available, the value is assumed to be of
string type). Besides, the information present in NVTree comprises all data found in
the original service description, including the routing, binding and service owner information about the service itself. On the other hand, while (a,v)-graph uses the same
attribute-value structure, it serves as basic format for the service description itself,
which, among other ways, could be obtained by transforming corresponding service
descriptions, including XML-based ones. Besides, (a,v)-graph structure contains only
information that is meaningful for the service discovery, and also can be easily
extended to contain the value type specification, so search queries could be executed
in a type-aware way. Also it is important to note that service owner and binding information are included in the (a,v)-graph as a special node which is essential to the
further execution of discovered services.
Another difference concerns the point of how those attribute-value pairs are used in
the hashing process. The approach in PWSD is as follows - attribute and value string
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are concatenated and passed as an argument to the hash function which determines the
place where this piece of information is stored in the overlay network. The approach
in the (a,v)-graph is similar but instead of hashing attribute and value altogether, the
hash is computed only for attribute node and corresponding subgraph of the (a,v)graph is copied to the responsible node according to obtained hash value. This way
the structure stored at the responsible is still an (a,v)-graph, which allows for the queries to be much more flexible, which includes fuzzy and range queries. Flexibility of
the queries is also stipulated by the fact that actual mechanism of (a,v)-graph storage
is not defined, so different implementations can choose the best one for the specific
needs.
The next step for services discoverability after descriptions is the way how they are
stored in a distributed manner in P2P overlay network. Similarly to PWSD we chose
Chord overlay for this purpose, but while the authors of PWSD decided to extend
Chord DHT algorithm, scheme for storing and discovering service descriptions
proposed in this article is overlay-independent. That is, the algorithms of storing,
removing, updating and locating the services are defined in the layer completely disconnected from the DHT layer and deal with only with abstract notions like “responsible node”. This way it is possible to have multiple layers of overlays for service
storage (for instance, to increase reliability or distribute the load), and those overlays,
in fact, do not have to be the same. This approach will be described in more detail in
the next sections. Finally, we present abstract format of querying the distributed database of service descriptions which makes possible wide range of conditions including
fuzzy conditions, range queries and complex values lookup.
Table 1. Key differences between NVTree and (a,v)-graph

NVTree
• is a result of WSDL document
transformation
• there is no distinction between
binding properties and properties of a service itself
• hash value is based on concatenated attribute-value pair
• responsible node is storing only
a hash value like a piece of
content
• supports only exact match queries within given keyword

(a,v)-graph
• is basic abstract format for storing service
properties
• contains binding information as a special
node
• hash value is based solely on the attribute
• a structure that responsible node is storing
is also an (a,v)-graph
• supports fuzzy and range queries
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Service Description

Each service in the network is described using attribute-value format, forming so
called (a,v)-pairs, where attribute stands for the arbitrary property of a service. While
attributes can obviously be only of string type, values are not required to be of string
type only, so they can be of any type which is, in principle, queryable, serializable and
can be efficiently stored by the underlying DHT storage mechanism. So, for example,
as it is shown on the Fig. 1, value can be an array (like ‘location’ attribute, which
contains latitude and longitude values) or even an arbitrary object (like ‘availability’
attribute). One more significant difference from the approach taken in PWSD is that
all (a,v)-pairs form a connected graph, called (a,v)-graph, which always includes one
extra node, that represents routing and binding information for the service itself. In
real life situations it’s not rare when one node provides access to several services, so
each service is described using (a,v)-graph.
One of the most challenging issues for any new approach or framework is to provide compatibility with existing technologies, which are already widely used. It is
important to note again that (a,v)-graph approach is just an abstract model of service
description, therefore it should be seen as an output of some model transformation
function. In our system the possible ways of obtaining the resulting (a,v)-graph model
are as follows:
Manual Input. The simplest case where user enters all service description information manually, usually with some kind of GUI, but batch information input, for
instance, by uploading the file with multiple attribute-value pairs is also possible.
Regardless of how the data is put into the system, it always can be processed and
transformed to the underlying (a,v)-graph serialization format
Transformation of Existing Service Description. To address the issue of compatibility the system must have a way to obtain (a,v)-based descriptions from existing
ones. In our case this is achieved by applying necessary mode transformations, exact
nature of which depends on the representation of existing models. But since in most
cases existing services are described using XML-based industry standards like WSDL
or OWL-S, Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) language seems
to be the most appropriate choice for model transformation in this case, due to its high
expressive power and ability to output virtually any kind of data format using XML
data as input. It is important to note that in most cases existing service description
need to be transformed to (a,v)-based one only partly, since low-level details of a
service (like protocol name, input parameters enumeration, IP address etc) are generally not searched upon. However, those low-level details can still be present in (a,v)graph in the service description node to facilitate the process of binding and routing
when the service is actually used.
Automatic Augmentation. Among service description properties there are often ones
that are highly important as a search criteria but normally are neither supposed to be
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Fig
g. 1. (a,v)-graph for service description

input by humans nor preseent in traditional static service descriptions. Exampless of
such properties are curreent geographical location of the service, status of the
job queue, various QoS data (like performance or latency) and sharing network ddata
(like current node reputatio
on). All those data can actually be obtained automaticaally
using various means, inclluding automatic location detection, internal monitorring
functionality or network mo
onitoring and QoS protocols.
3.3

Service Description
n Storing

In the approach, proposed in this article, Chord DHT peer-to-peer overlay is usedd to
store service descriptions in
n a distributed manner. As usual, in order to store conttent
in DHT we need to define what will act as a key and what exactly will be storedd at
nodes in the overlay. In ou
ur system, we apply hash function to each attribute naame
and decide the node in the overlay which is responsible for this attribute - in casee of
Chord DHT it is successorr of a key. In terms of our approach, this node is callled

F 2. Merged (a,v)-graph example
Fig.
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responsible for the attribute and therefore will store subgraphs of a form [attribute,
value, service description], that is, subgraphs based on given attribute, of all
(a,v)-graphs in the network. In the result, we obtain a structure called merged (a,v)graph in each node that is responsible at least for one attribute. Example of merged
(a, v)-graph is shown in Fig. 2.
Next we present formalized version of service description storing algorithm. Each
peer in the overlay owns two graphs, namely, .
– graph for the services it
owns, and .
– graph for the services from other peers it stores. The formal definition of both graphs is as follows: .
, ,
and
,
.
, ,
,
where
–
set
of
nodes
that
correspond
to
the
,
attributes of the service,
– set of nodes that correspond to the values of the
attributes,
- node which contains the low-level service description (including an
information for the owner node),
– set of
nodes,
– set of edges
,
|
,
,
and
– set of edges
,
|
,
,
. Then, we assume that for each peer in the overlay the following two functions are defined: - hash function used to build an overlay, and
- function
that returns the node from the overlay by hash value. The pseudocode for service
description storing algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
It’s not essential to the architecture of the system how exactly merged (a,v)-graphs
are stored at the node, but storage mechanism should be chosen in a way which
makes possible answering complex queries like comparison, substring checks, set
operations and so on. Therefore, the most appropriate choices for storage mechanism
are relational databases or document-oriented databases, both of which have their own
advantages and disadvantages.
foreach service
from .
foreach
.
:= h( );
:= find( );
if not exists
. .
where
. . := . .
;
end if
:= get
from . .
where
if
is NULL
. . := . .
.
;
:= . ;
end if
. | ,
. ;
:=
foreach
. . := . .
;
. . := . .
,
;
,
;
. . := . .
end foreach
end foreach
end foreach
Fig. 3. Service description storing algorithm

.

;
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Service Discovery

Among one of the most significant drawbacks of DHT-based P2P overlays is that the
principles of content storage and its association with a key usually allows only for
exact query conditions when searching. Alternative, there are some elaborate approaches addressing this issue which, but again they usually offer only wildcard
matching. The approach we propose in this article is based on the way service
descriptions are stored in the overlay network, that is, using merged (a,v)-graph.
Firstly, we assume that each search query in the system is submitted in the form,
shown in Fig. 4 or can be represented as such. Here we let opi(Ai) be some operators
(=, !=, contains, >, < etc) defined on the sequence of attributes Ai as parameters, Ai
- sequence of attributes [a1,a2,...,an] (where n is arity of the operator opi.) and lopi
denote logic operators OR or AND. This format itself is very generic, so we think that
it represents most of meaningful search queries submitted in P2P networks. You can
see a concrete example of the query in Fig. 5.
op1(A1)

lop1

op2(A2)

lop2 ... lopn-1

opn(An)

Fig. 4. Generic search query format

service-type = 'doctor'
AND
(location = 'Tokyo' OR location = 'Yokohama')
AND
availability > 'June 15th, 2012, 2:00PM'
AND
availability <= 'June 17th, 2012, 9:30AM'
Fig. 5. Example of search query

Algorithm of search query routing and execution is formalized below. Note that the
algorithm actually doesn’t require any extensions for the underlying DHT algorithm.
The query issued by the peer in the form shown in Fig. 4 can be represented as a
graph
, , where
,
|
…
- the set of
|
…
– the set of logical operators and
query terms,
,
,
. In addition to peer functions and
introduced in the section 3.3, we assume that each peer have function
which
returns the result of evaluating a query term again internal database of the peer. Similarly, we define graph
, , where
|
…
- initially
empty set of results obtained from peers after evaluating a query term,
,
,
. Also we deis the same as
.
and
fine the set of pairs
, ,
,
which shows the one-to-one correspondence between logical operators and set-theoretical operations. Pseudocode for the
algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.
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foreach
.
:= h( . );
:= find( );
:= .evaluate( );
. :=
.
for corresponding
end foreach
return
…
. ,
.
;
where

;

Fig. 6. Search query routing and execution algorithm

4

Results

The implementation of the framework described above has been done using Chord
overlay and consists of the following main modules: Chord overlay, the service storage, statistics and operational information collection module and the visualizer. To
demonstrate the system operation we chose a domain which consists of three types of
entities, namely hotels, museums and baseball matches, which act like services to be
stored and queried in the P2P-based services network. The attributes (and data types
of respective values) used to describe each type of service are shown in the table 2.
Given services are then put into the service storage network according to the procedure described in the section 3.3, that is, a hashing function defined in the underlying Chord overlay is applied to each attribute and according to its value the attribute
Table 2. Service types and attributes for the service P2P network example

Hotel
• name
• suite type (single or
double)
• price for the one
night stay
• meals (yes/no field)
• number of available
rooms
• location

Museum
• name
• type of exhibition
(painting, sculpture,
photograph)
• entrance fee
• start date of exhibition
• end date of exhibition
• time the exhibition
opens (daily)
• time the exhibition
closes (daily)
• location

Baseball match
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

league
(Central, Pacific)
competing teams (pair)
venue name
price
date of the match
time the match starts
time the match ends
venue location
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for the given service is stored at the according node. The storage layer itself is implemented using MongoDB, document-oriented “no-SQL” database engine, which suits
best for the storage of attribute-value data due to its flexibility and relative simplicity.
In the course of the implementation of the storage layer it became clear that at least
three database tables per node are needed for the full coverage of basic data manipulation functions, that is (1) putting service to the storage, (2) updating service stored at
the overlay, (3) removing service from the storage and (4) getting service from the
storage based on the query. The tables and their structure are shown in the table 3.
Table 3. Database tables used for storing services at storage node and their structure

Local service data

Remote service data

Service attributes data

comprehensive
data
about given node services locally

attribute data for services
in the overlay network;
all attributes the node is
responsible of are stored

information about responsible nodes for attributes of
given service; service, responsible for storing this
information, is determined
by hashing service name
itself;

After the data is placed in the overlay we can perform services search using the
query format described earlier in this article. The sample query and result returned for
it are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Sample query and result
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As to the evaluation of the approach proposed in this paper, we compare it to
PWSD approach in terms of query flexibility. As was already stated earlier, in current
approach, the way descriptions are stored in the overlay and the way queries are handled allow for virtually every query underlying database can handle. Given the example query shown in Fig. 5, the way of its handling would be the following: we split the
query according to the attributes used in it (in this case it would be 3 groups for
attributes service-type, location and availability respectively), find the nodes responsible for each attribute and let them execute their part of the query against their own
internal database, which is assumed to be able to handle range queries as well (that is,
using operators >, < etc.). On the other hand, mechanism proposed in PWSD cannot
handle the range part of this query, since, as was described in section 2, each peer
stores hash value of the (attribute, value) pair, naturally allowing only exact match
queries against data in the original service description.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents the application of P2P technology to solve the problem of efficient services sharing and discovering in a decentralized way. The main advantages of
proposed approach are the usage of well-known Chord overlay, which guarantees the
correctness and soundness of underlying P2P overlay, and the approach which allows
complex, fuzzy and range queries nevertheless keeping the structured overlay approach, while modular framework architecture allows using virtually any P2P overlay
and storage mechanism. From the other hand, many of open issues remain, such as
introducing distributed transactions for overlay services manipulations, nodes identities that are not tied to the node address (mainly for ad hoc networks) and correct
management of services for departed and newly joined nodes.
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